S2 Profile Elements

Below is a description of each element comprising the profiles of hosts shown to participants, along with an example of how it appeared in the experiments.

**Room Photo**

*Creation:* The room images were selected from Airbnb. These were limited to a single borough of London, within one standard deviation (SD) of the average price for a room in the area, equating quality and amenities offered.

**Title**

*Creation:* Selected directly from Airbnb. These were controlled for word length (3-7), location information, and other identifying cues.

**Description of room**

*Description:* A modern & clean private double room (private WC) with lots of natural light & a comfortable bed, within a very large 2-bedroom loft style apartment with a south-facing balcony where you can sit and enjoy an amazing view.
Creation: Room descriptions were taken from Airbnb. These focused on descriptive information, did not contain identifying location cues or opinions, and were constrained to between 20-50 words.

Host Photo

Creation: The profile photos were created from the Chicago Face Database, which offers descriptions of each photo with ratings on several factors [1]. Here, facial dominance, trustworthiness, attractiveness, and ethnicity were controlled, as differences in facial traits can influence decision-making (e.g., [2,3]). Only images that did not deviate more than ±1 SD from the mean on each characteristic, within one ethnicity (White-Caucasian), were selected. The same care was given to the “guest” and “host” reviews photos, without limiting ethnicity.

Star Rating

Creation: The star ratings on the profiles were dynamically and randomly generated for each profile. The stars ranged from 1 to 5 in half-star increments, however, the distribution was limited to 4 to 5 stars, as is typical of such profiles [4,5].

Host Verification

Creation: These represented the platform’s verification of the host’s identity. This always
showed a green tick-mark for all three verifications available: mobile, ID, and address.

**Number of Reviews**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMBER OF REVIEWS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>55 Reviews</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Creation:* The number of reviews was displayed as a badge with a number inside. This represented the total number of reviews that existed for the specific room, acting as a metric for reputation and longevity. The number was randomly generated starting with 50 + a random number from 0-30.

**Guest Reviews**

- **Karen**
  
  Clean, tidy and well appointed apartment in good location. Would book again.

- **Mahmoud**
  
  It was nice.

*Creation:* The guest and host reviews were taken directly from Airbnb. Guest reviews reflect the testimony of past users that have stayed with that particular host, while host reviews are testimonials from other hosts on the platform that have also stayed with that host in the past. The comments focused on the room quality, contained no identifying information, and did not exceed 15 words.

**Host Reviews**

- **Jessica**
  
  Clear room, really helpful owner, good place. All was recommendable. Thank you.

- **Ian**
  
  Fantastic host! Would visit again

*Creation:* See Guest Reviews.
Social Media Presence

**Creation**: Social media presence was composed of the host’s online presence on Twitter, Facebook, and Google+, generated randomly for each profile. For Twitter, the data included the number of “mentions” for the host (range 1 - 2k, with 1 decimal place (dp) increments), number of “lists” (range 10-30), number of “retweets” (range 1 – 2k, 1 dp), and number of “followers” (range 1 – 2k, 1dp). For Facebook, the data included number of “friends” (range 300 – 700), “likes” (range 0.5 – 1.5k, in 1 dp increments), “comments” (range 400 – 700), and “wall posts” (range 100 – 200). For Google+, the data was comprised of number of “+1’s” (range 200 – 400), “comments” (range 100 – 200), and “reshares” (range 100 – 200).

Online Market Reputation

**Creation**: Online market reputation containing the host’s user profile ratings on two other platforms, eBay and Uber. For eBay this represented the “user rating”, as a randomly-generated fractional rating from 1 to 5 (effective range 4 – 5, with .5 increments; e.g., 4/5), and “positive feedback” with a percentage randomly generated (90 + random number between 0 – 10). For Uber the information contained the “rider rating”, with a number ranging from 1 to 5, but a constrained range of 4 – 5 (.5 increments).
Instructions (example from the Reveal Condition):

The study consists of 10 trials. For each trial you will be shown a Host’s profile for a Private Room they wish to rent out. For each profile, you need to decide whether you want to “Rent” or “Not Rent” the room, and state your opinion on a few items.

First, you will see an Example profile. This is meant to familiarise you with the look of the trials and the information available. Please look carefully at the entire profile, and answer all the questions presented. There is no time limit for the decision.

After each profile there will be a validation question, making sure you were attentive to the information displayed.

In each Trial many of the elements on the Profiles are hidden. You will need to spend a COIN to reveal them by clicking on them. You have 3 COINS to spend on each profile. You will have to decide how to spend these coins to reveal the information you consider is important for making your decision.

For the Example you will have unlimited coins to spend, to familiarise yourself with the type of information available.

We will start with a practice trial.

Profile Questions:

Do you want to rent this property?

Yes | No

How confident are you in your decision to Rent/Not rent?
Not at all Confident | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Very Confident

How sociable do you think the host would be?
Not at all Sociable | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Very Sociable

How would you rate the trustworthiness of the host?
Very Untrustworthy | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Very Trustworthy

How credible do you think the information about this room is?
Not at all Credible | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Very Credible

Given the information displayed, how would you rate the competence of the host?
Not at all Competent | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Very Competent

If you shared your concerns about the property with this host, do you think s/he would respond constructively?
Not at all Constructively | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Very Constructively
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